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UG Cavern and River set

Posted by High Lord Dee - 2006/03/04 09:24
_____________________________________

Hello everyone,
New on the boards here. I am a huge fan of DF and have a massive collection. I am very excited to see
the upcoming release. I actually voted for this a long time ago and it looks like they listen to their
customers which is great. Looking forward to the release!
Thanks again.
HLD
============================================================================

UG Cavern and River set
Posted by jkratzer - 2006/03/05 09:18

_____________________________________

Welcome aboard, HLDee!
Yeah, Jeff and Stefan DO listen to us; they both are gamers themselves, and they also have learned
something that a LOT of other manufacturer's could stand to heed;
"Customers can make or break a company!"
You have to generate a majority of people to get something added to the line (no sense in Stefan
designing something for one or two gamers!), because if DF doesn't make a profit, DF disappears. But, if
enough of us convince Jeff and Stefan that we want something, they WILL do it, unless someone else is
already doing a comparable product at a reasonable price. Stefan seems to specialize in the goodies
that no one else has guts enough to tackle; I'VE always thought it was because he was so disgruntled
with the foam-core scenery he was seeing in NYC in the late 80's-early '90's. According to the corporate
history, that's what inspired him to start doing DF.
See ya!
Jim
============================================================================

UG Cavern and River set
Posted by arsthein - 2006/03/06 04:13

_____________________________________

Welcome aboard Lord Dee!
============================================================================
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UG Cavern and River set

Posted by Fu-Man Chu - 2006/03/06 10:17
_____________________________________

Welcome to the Forums Dee! Sounds like you've already been addicted so you'll need no more help
from us!
============================================================================
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